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of a good story”

Run #34 / # 1141 April 15th 2021
Hare: DKD
Location: Oriole Park Ball Diamond
Scribe: Slippery

We had a beautiful day on Thursday. The sun was shining and it was hot with no wind. Our

nicest hash night this year! We thought we would get more than our regular 8 and we were
right. Pucker Sucker and Goes Both Ways made us an even 10. Along with the ole gang;
Curb Crawler, TNT, Broken Boner, Wee Little Bladder, Cum See My Box, myself, Slippery
When Wet, the hare, Don’t Know Dick and our RA, Crash Test Rummy. Does he even drink
Rum???
DKD, Curb and Boner were sitting in the shade on the deck. They suggested moving down to
the grass to make more room for social distancing. It was still in the shade so I suggested the
front in the sun. No one thought that was a good idea but after some blankets were handed out
we decided the front was a better option.
The rest of the hashers showed up and we had our even 10! For the last several weeks we
have been split down the middle with runners and walkers…weird.
Circle up, hare in the circle, marks shown… business as usual. We were off.
I don’t have a lot of experience with time travel, and multi-dimensional or parallel universes but I
think we all experienced it at that night. We kept finding checks that led to multiple checks.
Round and around we went. Do I think DKD and Jinx while setting the trail went through a
series of portals? Yes. Yes I do. Here’s why;
I could have sworn I saw Cum See arrive on time and when Wee showed us his scar it wasn’t
there. He just showed us his ass. Another anomaly was that TNT walked! She assured us
she’d be running 2 weeks after her surgery despite what is physically feasible after
reconstructive knee surgery.
Curb Crawler was finding all the false trails and Broken Boner was not. I, was running with
Pucker and not behind. Crash Test Rummy did not get lost or fall down.
And as further evidence of a ripple in time is that this scribe is out before last week’s scribe
written by Doggie, supposedly. Did you know he volunteered to write it? Did you also know it
was his run? And, he said it was already written before we started his run. Hmmmmm?

We had our circle up and DKD was concerned about the noise we were making. That is also
weird. We celebrated some more April Birthdays and Crash handed out some well deserved
punishments. We sang El Camino perfectly, even Wee got it this time.
Then as soon as we adjourned things got back to normal. Normal is good, right? We sat the
back yard and DKD fed us some BBQ smokies and chips. A good time was had by all!
ONON Slippery

Monthful of Hares:
Run #36 / # 1142 April 22nd 2021
Hare: Puckaaaaaa
Location: Heritage Ranch, usual parking lot
Pre-lube: Same as above (BYOC)
On On: Same as above (BYOC)
Run #37 / # 1143 April 29th
Hare: Need Hare
Location: TBA
Pre-lube: TBA
On On: TBA

